THEY COULD HAVE SHOT THEIR MONSTER MOVIE IN A GREENSCREEN CHAMBER.
EARTH’S MOST FAR-FLUNG CORNERS. AND EMPIRE TAGGED ALONG,
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INSTEAD, THE MAKERS OF KONG: SKULL ISLAND JOURNEYED INTO SOME OF
EVERY GLORIOUS, SNAKE-INFESTED STEP OF THE WAY
WORDS NICK DE SEMLYEN
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SURROUNDED BY PRIMORDIAL

jungle, lashed by rain and dressed for combat,
Tom Hiddleston is trying manfully to explain
The Crystal Maze to Brie Larson.
“It was a fantastic, zany television show from
the 1990s on Channel 4 in the UK,” he ventures.
“Presented by Richard O’Brien from The Rocky
Horror Picture Show. He wears leopard-skin tails
and there are four zones and you have to get
a crystal in every room...”
“Is it a reality show?” Larson cuts in.
“A game show,” Hiddleston clarifies. “At the
end you go into a big dome and have to grab tickets
that are flying around. It’s impossible to stay calm,
even though the calmer you are, the simpler it is.”
“That sounds intense,” Larson says. “My
favourite show growing up was called Legends Of
The Hidden Temple. There was a huge stone head
that would talk. And if you get enough Pendants
Of Life, you win a pair of Skechers.”
This unlikely conversation between the two
A-list stars has been instigated by Hiddleston’s
observation that the set they’re on today reminds
him of the Aztec Zone from the Brit TV oddity.
This does not do it justice. It’s Empire’s first day of
five on Kong: Skull Island, and our introductory
glimpse of Kong’s monster-plagued domain has
not disappointed. Not least because right in front
of us is a big bloody skull. The cranium of some
long-deceased giant ape, it’s so large you could
herd a cow through its eye-socket. The tableau
around it is just as spectacular: nearby is a
triceratops skeleton, while sundry other bones
— many human — litter the ground. Green gas
fizzes up from volcanic vents (fake); waterfalls
plummet from mist-shrouded peaks (real).
This is Hollywood filmmaking done the
old-fashioned way. Peter Jackson’s 2005 King
Kong trekked to Skull Island, then New York, but
the production never left Wellington. Rather than
aping that and conjuring up fantastical vistas in a
server room, the new Warner Bros. movie has put
on its wellies and called the travel agent. This
radical move was largely driven by director Jordan
Vogt-Roberts, a genial 31-year-old wunderkind
with a beard the size of a Steadicam. It was his
idea to make Skull Island a full-on war film. It
was his idea to set it in the 1970s with Vietnamvet characters. And it was his idea to hit the road.
“I’m an outdoorsy guy,” he grins, pulling on
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a Parliament cigarette, his jeans splattered with
mud. “To me it’s important to put the actors
into tactile places. When you watch Platoon or
Apocalypse Now, the environment is a character.
We want people to feel the sweat, the humidity
of this island.”
If this is the Apocalypse Now of monster
flicks — and it’s littered with references to the
seminal combat-pic, such as the three orange
stripes on the costume of photographer Weaver
(Larson), a nod to the outfit of the snapper played
by Dennis Hopper — all involved are surely
aware of just how cursed that production was.
The ultimate on-location cautionary tale, it saw
director Francis Ford Coppola have a nervous
breakdown, star Martin Sheen suffer a heart
attack and the budget explode.
Here, though, the only travail in evidence is
heavy drizzle, which is currently delaying filming.
The starry ensemble cast, which today includes
Samuel L. Jackson, John C. Reilly and John
Goodman, are bonding fast. This is partly due to
Larson, who has taken the reins of the social scene,
first organising a “Brie-kend” (go-karting, laser
tag, karaoke) then a “John C.-kend” in honour of
Reilly. Brie Larson, it turns out, really loves puns.
“Tom sang Common People,” she confides.
“But I started off the whole thing by putting on
an instrumental overture from the musical Cats.
It really weirded everyone out when they came
in and it was just cat noises.”
If there’s anyone to keep an eye on, it might
be Hiddleston, who went slightly Benjamin L.
Willard at the start of the shoot, sequestering
himself away in his hotel room to transcribe
quotes from a DVD of Apocalypse Now. “I wanted
all that amazing John Milius dialogue,” he says of
his preparation for playing SAS tracker James
Conrad. “I now have it on my laptop, so I can
stew in the juices of that material.”
There’s no time right now for stewing of any
kind. The rain has let up, and Vogt-Roberts orders
three huge machines to start cranking out smoke.
Our heroes head gingerly through what Larson
calls “the bone zone”, guns at the ready. Soon
enough, it all goes to hell: there are explosions,
a major actor being gobbled down by a to-be-added
beast, and a showdown involving a samurai sword
which should elicit cheers in 18 months’ time.
Kong: Skull Island is back on track.

Above left: Director
Jordan Vogt-Roberts
relaxes atop a giant
triceratops skull. As
you do. Here: Tom
Hiddleston (SAS officer
Captain James Conrad)
is relieved his seatbelt
worked. Below top:
Shooting takes place
on Australia’s Gold
Coast. Below bottom:
Vogt-Roberts and John
C. Reilly with the Iwi
tribe extras.

GOLD COAST,
AUSTRALIA
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BLOOD-CURDLING SCREAMS

are echoing around Village Roadshow Studios.
Fortunately, the cause isn’t a monkey-related
meltdown. The din is actually coming from the
theme park next door, where tourists are riding
Batman and Green Lantern rollercoasters.
The latter is particularly gnarly, say some
of the staff in the Kong: Skull Island production
office, who have been popping over occasionally
to let off steam.
Inside Stage 8, where a rollercoaster ride
of a different kind is being constructed, there’s
an eerie hush. After the non-stop action of
Hawaii — helicopter rigs, jungle explosions,
Mariah Carey duets — the pace has slowed
for the shooting of major dialogue scenes. Week
14 has been devoted to the Iwi temple, the
headquarters of Skull Island’s natives. On closer
inspection, the set turns out to be the rusted
hulk of a massive boat, the SS Wanderer. “We
have to call it something different for legal
reasons,” Vogt-Roberts explains, “but this ship

is in theory the Venture from the original [1933]
movie. Astute viewers will note it.”
The mood is serene: a butterfly flutters
around the on-set vegetation, while 40 Iwi extras
sit, painted head-to-toe with tribal markings,
tapping at iPads while they await instruction.
But beneath it there’s some tension. This is a
meaty scene, with lots of important exposition
and a vast assemblage of characters.
“That’s the problem with our movie —
every scene has, like, nine people in it,” gripes
the director half-seriously. “Everybody has their
vibes and their moments. It’s just a lot of work to
keep that alive.” John C. Reilly, in particular, is
struggling with an enormous monologue, trying
to figure out precisely how crazy his character
Marlow — a castaway who’s been stuck on Skull
Island for decades — should be. He cycles
through 50 shades of nuttiness, chuckling,
whispering, ending one take with a hearty
wink, punctuating another by slapping co-star
�
Thomas Mann on the neck 12 times.
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It’s a tough scene, the lights are hot, and at
one point someone loses their cool, shouting and
storming off the stage. Hiddleston, who’s sitting
with Empire, arches an eyebrow and says drily,
“Well, that just happened.” But the person quickly
returns, apologises and the day continues. It’s
brushed off like a family squabble: after threeand-a-half months together on the road, the Skull
Island expeditioners have become a tight unit.
Two of the team seem particularly wiped
out. One is Vogt-Roberts, facing the gruelling
realities of a major action movie for the first time
(this is only his second film, after acclaimed
coming-of-age indie The Kings Of Summer). He’s
led treks into the Australian wilderness, to places
such as Tamborine Mountain and the remote
island of Jumpinpin, dodging stinging trees,
venomous spiders and a rogue yellow-faced whip
snake along the way. Sleep-deprived, today he’s
working his way through a box of tissues,
kneading his mighty beard between sneezes.
The other is Larson, who has been flying
relentlessly between Australia and LA, due to the
many awards nominations for her performance
in Room. As reasons to be utterly exhausted go, it’s
a nice one, but she confesses it’s doing weird things
to her brain. “My concept of time is really off,”
she sighs. “I can’t tell if I’m telling the same story
over and over. The other day, I said, ‘Remember
that thing that happened last week?’ And
everyone said, ‘Honey, that was this morning.’”
But there are a few upsides to her megajet lag. Besides inspiring some excellent random
chat — at one point she asks Empire if we reckon
drowning in Jell-O would be a good way to go —
it helped when it came time to shoot one of the
movie’s big scenes: Conrad and Weaver’s first
encounter with Kong.
“I came straight from the airport to do that,”
Larson recalls. “Sometimes for a moment
involving a lot of imagination it’s really hard to
get your brain to shut up. But after 20 flights or
whatever I was in this weird state of surrender.”
Hiddleston picked music to play on the stage:
Adagio In D Minor, aka the tune from the end
of Sunshine. “It became an audible presence of
Kong,” he says. “It was really cool — it united
everyone. The scene will be incredible: out of the
fog he appears, and suddenly we’re staring into
the face of a myth.”
Hiddleston himself is showing no signs of
flagging. Ever-chipper, he does jumping jacks
between takes and regales us with acting advice
from Michael Caine: “Don’t blink, ’cause they’ll
cut away. And pick which eye you look into: if you
go from one to the other, it conveys weakness on
film.” He also reveals the latest inter-cast craze:
texting each other gifs from their films.
“John C. Reilly has instructed me in the way
of the gif,” he laughs. “It’s fun, because you can take
the piss out of yourself. I’ve been sending people
a particularly humiliating dancey one of me.
And John recently, when he was disappointed by
something, sent a gif of me from The Deep Blue
Sea. I said, ‘Where did you find that?’ He said,
‘I just googled “disappointed gif”.’”
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A jet-lagged Brie Larson
films her first encounter
with Kong as Weaver.
Right: Tom Hiddleston
channels Apocalypse
Now as he heads up river.
Below top: Vietnam’s
stunning karst peaks.
Below middle: Samuel
L. Jackson as Lieutenant
Colonel Packard. Below
bottom: Hiddleston
and co try to work out
where the hell they are.

NINH BINH,
VIETNAM
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WITH UNDER TWO weeks to go, Skull
Island has arrived at a place with a moniker
nearly as ominous: ‘Heatstroke Island’. This
is the nickname given to the Trang An location
where some of the really exotic footage is being
shot. An inter-department memo Empire sees is
full of slightly alarming phrases: “Wind, rain and
scorching sun are all possibilities... Don’t go in
the water! Snakes have been spotted on the
property but only very occasionally.”
If there’s any view worth braving cobras
and fire ants for, it’s this one. Otherworldly
karst peaks tower all around us, while serene
waterways wend their way through an elaborate

cave system. “There have been days where
we’ve had to be rowed by local boatwomen
through the caverns to get to our set,” grins
Vogt-Roberts. “John Goodman looked at me
and said, ‘This is the most incredible ride to
work I’ve ever had.’ We scouted places like
Thailand and Cambodia, but I knew it had to
be Vietnam. There’s stuff we’re shooting here
that people are going to think is CGI.”
CGI will come into play, of course, with
karst towers being digitally inserted into
some of the Hawaii and Australia footage,
an intricate jigsawing-together of three
continents. And of course there’s the matter
of the big ape and his fellow creatures. “The
idea of Kong parkouring through this stuff is
very exciting,” says Hiddleston. “The other
day there was a helicopter sweeping through
this valley like a ballet dancer. The excitement
of that kind of motion around this type of
landscape, it feels new.”
Skull Island’s water-work largely revolves
around a boat called the Gray Fox (the name
is a gamer in-joke: Vogt-Roberts is attached to

a movie adaptation of Metal Gear Solid) —
a rattletrap contraption that’s been built by
Marlow from old World War II plane parts.
An excited Vogt-Roberts ushers us on board,
despite the fact it’s stuffed with stars and
ultra-slippery. We inspect the many nice details
— a vinyl of Led Zeppelin’s Misty Mountain Hop
on a gramophone, a signed Cubs baseball on
the throttle — while trying not to elbow John
C. Reilly into the drink.
As it chugs up-river, breaking the hush with
a hubbub to rival Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, the
Gray Fox will face threats from water, land and
sky. In one scene a stunt double is yanked high
up into the air by a cable, screaming like Fay
Wray. In another, our heroes face an emergency
involving spear-wielding Iwi.
“For the first beat here — ‘Start the boat!’
— in my head it’s Harrison Ford in Temple Of
Doom,” Hiddleston explains between takes.
“You know, that bit where they get out of the
mine and go down the tunnel, and then he says,
‘Water! Water!’ His facial expression there is
quite something.”
On its 79th day, the production still appears
drama-free. Although it sounds like it could have
kicked off when Larson returned from the Oscars
— where she won Best Actress for Room — to
find everyone giving her the cold shoulder. “We
played a game where we pretended to ignore her
for the first five minutes,” Hiddleston chuckles,
ever the god of mischief. “When she came into
the make-up bus we were just telling stories and
pretending nothing had happened. Then we
surprised her with a big celebration. We’re all
very proud of Brie.”
Samuel L. Jackson (whose character,
combat-crazed Colonel Packard, views Kong
as a hateful ape) has entered the punning ring
himself, coining the phrase “The Three
Vietnamigos” to describe Larson, Hiddleston
and himself. Larson has been binge-buying
clothing. Goodman, meanwhile, visited a
water-puppet theatre in Hanoi, before lustily
joining in with a street singer outside. “I spent
most of my youth trying to avoid Vietnam,” he
quips, the man who played The Big Lebowski’s
loony war-vet Walter (“Smokey, this is not ’Nam.
This is bowling. There are rules”) finally in
Southeast Asia. “I never thought I’d end up here,
and now I want to come back and just travel
around a little bit.”
As for Vogt-Roberts, nearing the end of
a shoot as big as they come, he’s back on top
form, bouncing around as he orchestrates the
mayhem. What’s his secret? It might just have
something to do with the local delicacy he’s
discovered. “I love the coffee here and I love
the tobacco,” he says. “But my favourite is the
goat-dick wine.” Yes, that’s right, a beverage
marinated by the penis of a goat. Doesn’t sound
promising, but when Empire gets a chance later
to sample it we can confirm: it may smell bad,
but it tastes like victory.

WHAT’S IN
A NAME?
MOVIE ISLANDS RANKED

SOUNDS LOVELY,
WORTH A VISIT
PLEASURE ISLAND
First seen: Pinocchio (1940)
Sounds like the best place to visit but…
it’s a trap! A cursed amusement park that
starts off fun, but eventually turns you
into a donkey, allowing the owner to sell
you to salt mines or the circus.

TREASURE ISLAND
First seen: Treasure Island (1918)
A mostly uninhabited Caribbean island
and one of little interest. That is, unless
you happen to be aware of the vast
treasure hidden beyond its shoreline.
Warning: may contain pirates.

AMITY ISLAND
First seen: Jaws (1975)
Now we’re talking — a picturesque
seaside resort. There have been
occasional shark attacks, but don’t
let that stop you enjoying your Fourth
Of July weekend there.

SHUTTER ISLAND
First seen: Shutter Island (2010)
Neither scarily nor enticingly named. But
you wouldn’t really want to visit, given the
only buildings of note are an abandoned
lighthouse and a mental hospital.

SKULL ISLAND
First seen: King Kong (1933)
So named for the human skull-shaped
mountain in its centre — a mere quirk of
geology. Nothing to be scared of, then?
Nothing except terrifying large lizardthings and a certain giant gorilla.

BLOOD ISLAND
First seen: Terror Is A Man (1959)
An island of carnivorous plants and mad
scientists creating panther-human
hybrids and zombie armies (depending
which film’s taking place when you visit).

MONSTER ISLAND
First seen: All Monsters Attack (1969)
Appropriately named. Monsters living
on the island include Godzilla, Rodan,
Mothra and Anguirus. Best avoided.

WHY WOULD YOU
EVEN GO THERE?!

KONG: SKULL ISLAND IS IN CINEMAS FROM 10 MARCH
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